USS Seleya -  Stardate 9902.21

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Pang says:
::on bridge::

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: On my way to the bridge.  Had to change clothes.  Starr out.

CO_Jones says:
@:::approaching the location of the U.S.S. Seleya ::

EO_Bolitho says:
::on the bridge:: thinking totally disagrees with the current course of action decided by Commander Pang::

XO_Pang says:
OPS:  Have we heard from the Poseidon yet Mr. Blace?

OPS_Blace says:
::Entering the bridge from TL. Goes to OPS::

CMO-Starr says:
::rushing out her doors to the TL:: TL: Bridge.

TO-Toran says:
::On the Bridge::

FCOMallor says:
::rushes onto the bridge::

XO_Pang says:
EO:  When we have a few moments there are a couple of things we might discuss Lt ....

CIV_Vndor says:
::loitering::

CMO-Starr says:
::exits TL:: XO: Maam, reporting as ordered.

XO_Pang says:
::raises eyebrows as the duty shift rushes in::

CO_Jones says:
@COMM: Seleya: This Is the USS Poseidon, I am here to take some passengers from you , I have transporters standing by to offload them and their goods to marshalling areas aboard

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Yes ma'am. They are three minutes away.

EO_Bolitho says:
XO: aye Ma'am

FCOMallor says:
::looks over at Blace:: Blace: I leave you for a minute, and look what a mess you’re in!!

CMO-Starr says:
::takes seat next to Kay Lee::

OPS_Blace says:
FCO: What?

XO_Pang says:
OPS: On screen please

EO_Bolitho says:
::wonders what his done wrong now::

OPS_Blace says:
::Puts the freighter on screen::

CO_Jones says:
@::has ship slowed to a relative halt near the Seleya ::

XO_Pang says:
COMM: Poseidon*  Pleased to see you ..... we have a large number to evacuate

CMO-Starr says:
::checks the crew and passenger list for debarkation to the Poseidon and hands the list to Kay Lee::

CIV_Vndor says:
::seeing wife off to the Poseidon::

FCOMallor says:
Blace: I go on vacation, and I get back and you get into space-time-continuum doo-hickeys.

XO_Pang says:
CMO: Thanks Troi ....

CMO-Starr says:
::grins and nods::

CO_Jones says:
@COMM : Pang: I guess that is why they sent us , we normally do a traffic in cruises

XO_Pang says:
TO: Security teams have completed the muster Ensign?

FCOMallor says:
::suddenly realises he hasn’t changed back into uniform::

TO-Toran says:
XO: Yes sir

EO_Bolitho says:
XO: Ma'am may I suggest a complete bio scan of the ship to make sure we haven't missed anyone?

XO_Pang says:
OPS:  Liaise with the Transporter chief and get our surplus personnel to the Poseidon .... as quickly and safely as you can

XO_Pang says:
EO: Do it

OPS_Blace says:
FCO: Don't blame me. I was on Qu'NoS Visiting my Klingon Family.

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Aye ma'am.

XO_Pang says:
<TRChief>::Prepares to start the transport out::

CIV_Vndor says:
::has seen wife to the transporter room and then heads for the bridge::

OPS_Blace says:
::Begins transporter cycles::

EO_Bolitho says:
XO: Aye Ma'am

CO_Jones says:
@::notes the transport has started ::

CMO-Starr says:
::watches as the list begins to dwindle of crew::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Non-essential personnel transport is completed.

CIV_Vndor says:
::arrives on bridge::

XO_Pang says:
COMM: Poseidon: We hope not to be gone too long .... but this area could be dangerous ... will you be moving back to another Sector or can you monitor us?

CO_Jones says:
@COMM: Pang. we have far more capacity if you will just give a locii

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Maam half are gone and they are starting with the crew now.

OPS_Blace says:
::Notices that whole decks have no crew::

EO_Bolitho says:
XO: Ma'am all non essential personnel are off the Seleya

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Reporting for Duty ma'am

XO_Pang says:
Vn’dor: Good to see you .... can you assist at Science again ?

CMO-Starr says:
::nods at the civilian::

CO_Jones says:
@COMM: Pang: My instructions read to move off one L/Y and to monitor for ten days , then take them to SB 355

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Aye ma'am

XO_Pang says:
::nods to herself ....::

XO_Pang says:
FCO: Course laid in Lt?

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Looks like all that are going ashore are gone.

FCOMallor says:
XO: Yes ma'am

CIV_Vndor says:
::powers up Science station::

XO_Pang says:
COMM: Poseidon ... We will know where to come and find you then .... bon voyage and thanks

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The rift continues to shift, unstable

XO_Pang says:
CMO: You have the bridge ...

CO_Jones says:
@COMM: Pang : Is that all of them ? Then  good luck, Commander

CIV_Vndor says:
::looks at rift and thinks of the black puddle from dreams::

CMO-Starr says:
XO: How does SF manage to get us into these situations? ::whispers and grins::

XO_Pang says:
::changes mind - talking to the EO can wait:: CMO Belay that

CO_Jones says:
@:::moves his sip well away from the Event ::

XO_Pang says:
COMM: Poseidon  it is ... we should go soon

CMO-Starr says:
XO: aye Maam.

XO_Pang says:
TO: Red Alert ....

CO_Jones says:
@::starts to monitor and record events ::

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Ma'am, I'm reading the rift as very unstable.  Are you sure you wish to risk the Seleya?

TO-Toran says:
::Engages Red alert::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Science scans still show strongest traces of the Caravel near the rift

XO_Pang says:
SCI: As we knew ..... we have no real alternative

XO_Pang says:
All: Ready?

CMO-Starr says:
CargoBay1: Is the shuttle prepared?

EO_Bolitho says:
XO: Ma’am the rift is growing larger and is very unstable I recommend that the Seleya not head into the rift

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Aye

XO_Pang says:
All: Brace!

XO_Pang says:
FCO: Engage .... Science will assist with course corrections - warp 2.3

CMO-Starr says:
<CargoBay1>: CMO: Aye Maam, and tied down.

OPS_Blace says:
::Bracing::

TO-Toran says:
::Raises shields ::

XO_Pang says:
*Shipwide* Brace!

CIV_Vndor says:
XO:  I am still reading the Caravel's trail.  It's heads right into the rift

FCOMallor says:
XO: Aye.... ::swings the big hulk around::

CMO-Starr says:
::lowers lap rest to hopefully keep her in her seat::

XO_Pang says:
::prays a little::

EO_Bolitho says:
::close's eyes and begins to pray::

CO_Jones says:
@::Prays a lot ::

OPS_Blace says:
::Wonders what is going to happen now::

CIV_Vndor says:
::scans intently and starts routing co-ordinates to the FCO::

FCOMallor says:
Ops: a little more power to dampeners and thrusters please

TO-Toran says:
::Grips onto panel sides::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya enters into the rift, and it's a bumpy ride

OPS_Blace says:
::Switching power:: FCO: Power flow changed.

EO_Bolitho says:
::begins monitoring the warp engines wondering what effect the anomaly will have on them::

XO_Pang says:
::holds the arms of her chair and tries to look calm::

CIV_Vndor says:
::holding console tightly::

CMO-Starr says:
::does TNG lurch and jumps::

OPS_Blace says:
::Pushed around...but holds on::

CO_Jones says:
@::Sighs as he watches the Seleya disappear ::

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Ma'am heavy disruptions.  ::as if I needed to tell you::

FCOMallor says:
::pushes up speed..:: Warp 2....

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya appears on the other side, and stabilises; a number of vessels immediately appear on their sensors

XO_Pang says:
::notices more vessels:: On screen

XO_Pang says:
TAC: Analysis?

TO-Toran says:
XO: scanning area ::Scans around::

EO_Bolitho says:
::sees vessels on the screen::

OPS_Blace says:
XO: I'm picking up a lot of alien vessels.

FCOMallor says:
::drops the ship out of warp::

XO_Pang says:
::does not recognise any of them::

XO_Pang says:
FCO: Full stop ..

CIV_Vndor says:
::starts scanning area with sensors::

XO_Pang says:
TO:  Any of them powered with weapons powered?

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Maam I am picking up several different languages out there.

FCOMallor says:
::station keeping::

XO_Pang says:
CMO:  Anything you recognise?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The vessels are powered, and don't waste any time taking strafing runs at the Seleya

FCOMallor says:
::evasive manoeuvres::

CIV_Vndor says:
::himself::  Damn!  Why can't anything be easy?

EO_Bolitho says:
CIV_Vndor : Sir have you been able to fins the Caravel?

TO-Toran says:
XO: Yes sir

XO_Pang says:
SCI: our freighter and probe traces?

CIV_Vndor says:
EO: Scanning now, hang on

CMO-Starr says:
XO: No Maam, I do not recognise any of the languages.  But they seem to be angry.

CIV_Vndor says:
::scanning for the Caravel and the probe::

XO_Pang says:
TO: Shields are already at max ......

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Try hailing the biggest one you can

XO_Pang says:
EO: Damage report?

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Hailing... ::Hails what could be considered the "mother ship"::

TO-Toran says:
XO: They are maximum it seems their was no damage to them

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Ma'am, I'm picking up some debris, could be our freighter

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The vessels regroup for another run

XO_Pang says:
FCO:  Duck and dive!

EO_Bolitho says:
::monitors the minor damage inflicted:: XO:  minor damage Ma'am shields are holding

FCOMallor says:
XO: way ahead of you....

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Confirmed Commander.  Debris is our freighter and the probe.  Positive match on temporal scans

OPS_Blace says:
XO: No response yet.

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Maam, we have no choice.  I suggest we return fire if nothing else to get their attention.

XO_Pang says:
All: We need that debris before returning .... we cannot afford to drop shields ....

CIV_Vndor says:
::scanning ships signatures::

OPS_Blace says:
::Hails the biggest, yet small ship::

CMO-Starr says:
XO: We could attach a low powered tractor beam and haul it with us.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  There is no response to the hails, and the vessels come in shooting again; Seleya shields heavily hit, shields down to 48%

EO_Bolitho says:
::prepares to divert power from non essential systems to the shields and weapons::

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Suggest a wide angle torpedo blast

XO_Pang says:
TO: Fire a warning shot in front of the largest vessel ....

EO_Bolitho says:
XO: shields down to 48%

XO_Pang says:
EO: Work on it ...

TO-Toran says:
::Fires phasers in front of Vessels::

EO_Bolitho says:
::diverting power to shields::

XO_Pang says:
COMM: Wide spread hail ... we will fire if you do not calm down ..... and that could be bad for you all

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Phasers hit one of the vessels, causing major damage, but not destroying it

XO_Pang says:
TO: Prepare photon torpedoes - do NOT fire unless I order

CIV_Vndor says:
::continues to scan for a non-lethal weakness::

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Would you like a tractor beam to gather the debris?

XO_Pang says:
CMO: This is not going well Troi ....

TO-Toran says:
::Loads torpedo tubes::

EO_Bolitho says:
XO: Shields now at 53%

XO_Pang says:
CMO: Yes ... but not sure we can afford the power

XO_Pang says:
EO : Good

CMO-Starr says:
XO: No Maam, a show of strength might help.

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Might be easier to blast them to pieces with the torps

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Most of the ships suddenly disappear from screen; only the damaged one remains visible to Seleya.

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Agreed, but a low powered one might do the job.

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: the debris I mean

XO_Pang says:
All: Now where did they go?

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Hail that ship!

FCOMallor says:
XO: I left the Atlantis <(runabout)> on standby, its fully powered up..  May I suggest I take it and grab the debris?

EO_Bolitho says:
XO: we can't take another two of these creatures passes Ma'am I suggest we let them know we mean business!

XO_Pang says:
FCO: Hold on that .... maybe .... let's see where we are now

XO_Pang says:
SCI: Life signs on the damaged ship?

FCOMallor says:
XO: Cartography report coming through....

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The damaged vessel just sort of hangs there in space, no threat apparent

EO_Bolitho says:
XO: permission to head down to engineering ::arranging damage control parties::

XO_Pang says:
EO: Granted

EO_Bolitho says:
::heads for TL::

CIV_Vndor says:
::scans for life form readings::

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Maam I am not picking up any hostile intentions at the moment, it seems to be studying us.

EO_Bolitho says:
TL: deck 36

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Suggest we hail them again captain er commander.

XO_Pang says:
COMM: Damaged Vessel:  What is your status?

XO_Pang says:
COMM: This is the USS Seleya, Commander Pang ..... may we assist you?

EO_Bolitho says:
::arrives in engineering::

FCOMallor says:
XO: No star patterns mach anything we know....

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Maam, they just may want us to leave.  Can we back off and see what happens?

EO_Bolitho says:
::sends out damage control teams from the remaining engineering crew::

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Reading several lifesigns ma'am, cannot determine race at the moment

XO_Pang says:
FCO: I guess so ... this must be a totally different universe

Host Cheryl says:
Action:  There is no response from the damaged vessel

FCOMallor says:
Permission to go down to Stellar cart and try and work around time variances....?

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Maybe the translator isn't working with that species

FCOMallor says:
EO: could just be the time difference has 'moved' the stars

CIV_Vndor says:
OPS: Is our translator working properly?

XO_Pang says:
COMM: Damaged vessel .... we want to go home ..... but we want to take away our rubbish with us .....

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: Doctor, perhaps we should consider that this is another time possibly a thousand years in the future. Considering what we have accomplished in one thousand years, they could consider us primitive.

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Shall we back up and see what they do?

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Still no response from the damaged vessel.

EO_Bolitho says:
::monitors damage from the duty console::

OPS_Blace says:
CIV: I think so. That's what the computer says.

XO_Pang says:
OPS:  Can you gather our debris with a tractor beam?

CMO-Starr says:
OPS: That is possible.  But surely they would have destroyed us if that were the case ::ponders::

CIV_Vndor says:
CMO: Past maybe.  Before our form of communication?

CMO-Starr says:
OPS: Have you detected any communication from them to their other vessels?

XO_Pang says:
CMO:  I will not risk an AT to that ship ...... our mission is to clear up and get home ....

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: Good point, but maybe that was a "Warning".

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Lifesigns from the damaged vessel are weakening

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Some, some we will have to get by shuttle.

FCOMallor says:
Ops: try older frequency's..  Radio, Micro for example....

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Ma'am... we have to do something about those people

XO_Pang says:
::finds it very hard to just let life die::

EO_Bolitho says:
*FCO*  I’m no expert in time travel, I think all the stellar cartography people were transported to the Poseidon!

OPS_Blace says:
CMO: No.

CMO-Starr says:
XO: I am willing to try Maam, if you want to beam me over to their ship.

FCOMallor says:
XO: we have interfered here, if this is the past, then we cant let them die, as we would change our future

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Suggest an AT.

CIV_Vndor says:
FCO: Maybe we already saved them in the past.  Who's to say?

XO_Pang says:
SCI:  The question is a causative one .....did the freighter cause that war .... and how far is everything diverging now ....

XO_Pang says:
OPS:  Get a lock on those life signs and beam to sickbay

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Maam, I think it would be wiser for me to board their ship.

EO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Ma'am I request that we beam these inhabitants into the brig under forcefield!

XO_Pang says:
CMO:  Sickbay is your problem ..... if you can heal and we can return them then damage is limited

FCOMallor says:
Civ: We interfered here though....

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Than bring them aboard the Seleya.

CIV_Vndor says:
XO/CMO: Doctor, you could alter their memory afterwards

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Erect a secure forcefield around sickbay .... matched so that only the CMO can enter or leave

CMO-Starr says:
XO: Aye Maam, on my way to sickbay.

OPS_Blace says:
XO: There are six aboard. One however, would be very risky to beam.

CMO-Starr says:
::leaves chair and enters TL::

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Forcefield in place.

CMO-Starr says:
TL: Sickbay

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Just do it - so that they arrive within the forcefield

XO_Pang says:
TO:  Go down and remain on guard outside sickbay ....

CMO-Starr says:
::exits TL and walks to sickbay::

EO_Bolitho says:
::continues to help with the repairs::

TO-Toran says:
XO: Yes sir

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Ready for transport.

OPS_Blace says:
::Hesitating, but confident in the XO's decision:: XO: Aye ma'am...beaming.

XO_Pang says:
::crosslinks TAC to XO position::

CIV_Vndor says:
::starts a scan of the area and the rift to the rear::

TO-Toran says:
::Walks to turbolift::

CMO-Starr says:
::waiting for her patients to arrive::

OPS_Blace says:
::Beams them aboard in SB::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Six small creatures, about the size of children, beam into the designated area; humanoid, but covered with fur

XO_Pang says:
::perspires a little::

EO_Bolitho says:
::heads for deflector control::

TO-Toran says:
::Turbolift goes to sickbay::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  One small creature expires at the moment of transport

CMO-Starr says:
::is surprised at the appearance of her patients::

XO_Pang says:
*EO*  Engineering status?

CMO-Starr says:
::gently she lifts en

TO-Toran says:
::Walks outside sickbay::

CMO-Starr says:
each one onto a biobed::

CMO-Starr says:
::notices one on the floor and runs her tricorder over him::

EO_Bolitho says:
*XO:  Minor damage to the shield generators, we should have them up and running shortly

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: One has died.  Beam him back to his ship.

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Commander, although we would be interfering with the time continuum, but we have already done that so...perhaps we could take an away team to the other vessel. To investigate.

XO_Pang says:
*TO*  Please keep a running commentary on anything

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Negative ... harm enough has already been done here

TO-Toran says:
*XO* yes sir

CMO-Starr says:
SEK: You take those 2 and I will handle the other 3.

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Aye ma'am.

XO_Pang says:
*CMO* Will do .... OPS: Return the cadaver to the ship

EO_Bolitho says:
*XO* partial damage to deflector control and aft sensor array is off line!

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Ma'am, I'm getting some disturbing readings from the temporal scans

FCOMallor says:
::looks at the new cartography reports::

CMO-Starr says:
<SEK>: Aye Maam.  They are in very bad shape.

OPS_Blace says:
::Beams the body to it's ship...sad for the alien::]

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: I believe we are approximately 3000 years INTO... our own future

XO_Pang says:
Vn'dor: We cannot return until the CMO has had a chance to save a life ......

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  All of the creatures are in bad shape, singed fur, unconscious....

XO_Pang says:
Vn'dor:  that is incredible ....   you are sure?

CMO-Starr says:
Sek:  These people are more animal than human.  Treat them as a vet would.

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Agreed ma'am, but we should limit our interaction with them.  We could learn things from our own future!

OPS_Blace says:
Out Loud: 3000 Years!!!???

CMO-Starr says:
::begins removing burned fur and healing the cuts with dermal regenerator::

FCOMallor says:
XO: the reading are correct..  I calculated them myself as well as over the computer..  twice...

XO_Pang says:
*TO* Your number one task is to protect the CMO and ensure that none of the aliens get out of sickbay

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Which needless to say, is not very wise

TO-Toran says:
*XO*: Yes sir

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  One of the patients stirs, and mumbles

XO_Pang says:
OPS: How is the recovery of our debris going?

CMO-Starr says:
::resets a broken foreleg::

EO_Bolitho says:
::enters jefferies tubes on deck 38::

CMO-Starr says:
::hears what sounds like language and turns to that patient::

XO_Pang says:
::drums fingers ... then stops realising her nerves are showing::

CMO-Starr says:
::placing her hands on him, she closes her eyes and tries to make mental contact::

FCOMallor says:
CIV: this is very not good...

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Suggest having the med team turn off the Uni Translators

EO_Bolitho says:
::begins work on the eps conduits linked to the aft sensor array::

CIV_Vndor says:
FCO: I tend to agree with you on that one LT

Host Cheryl says:
<Creature>  ::opens eyes, and terror appears at the sight of Starr::

CMO-Starr says:
::sees visions of forests, mountains and lakes::

OPS_Blace says:
XO: The tractor beams have gotten about all that they could get. The rest are just huge pieces of hull and various items. It would be easier, and take less time by shuttle.

FCOMallor says:
::starts plotting a reverse course:: CIV: how stable is the rift?

XO_Pang says:
OPS:  No chance of transporting the larger pieces?

CMO-Starr says:
Creature: There,, there now ::in her most soothing voice:: I am here to help you.

TO-Toran says:
*XO*: One of the creatures has gained consciousness

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The creature slams Starr against the forcefield, a reflexive response to her invasion of his mind::

CMO-Starr says:
::injects him with a pain killer::

XO_Pang says:
*TO* Thanks Toran

CIV_Vndor says:
FCO: Fluctuating wildly but is still relatively stable

EO_Bolitho says:
::thinks to himself we shouldn't have come through::

TO-Toran says:
::Runs to creature::

CIV_Vndor says:
FCO: Within reason of course

CMO-Starr says:
::reaches for her head:: Creature: That wasn't very nice!  Slaps him back.

FCOMallor says:
CIV: okay..

OPS_Blace says:
XO: I will try. ::Transports some big items::

CMO-Starr says:
::watches his eyes to her return slap::

XO_Pang says:
FCO:  I want those ...... casualties .... off the ship and back on their ship as soon as is possible .... then we can backtrack

Host Cheryl says:
<creature>  ::slips back into unconsciousness::

XO_Pang says:
*CMO*  Are they sufficiently stable to be returned to their ship Troi?

FCOMallor says:
XO: nothing wrong with planning ahead....

TO-Toran says:
*XO* One of the creatures attacked the CMO but is now unconscious

CMO-Starr says:
::hrumph, well we shall see, and continues the healing process::

XO_Pang says:
*TO* Is the CMO injured?

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Almost done here Maam, just one more to stabilise.

TO-Toran says:
CMO: Are you all right

EO_Bolitho says:
::completes repairs to the eps conduit for the aft sensor array::

XO_Pang says:
OPS:  Lock onto the other five and return them to their ship

CMO-Starr says:
TO: Yes Toran, I am fine, just bruised a little mentally.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The other ships suddenly reappear

CIV_Vndor says:
::continues to monitor the rift::

EO_Bolitho says:
::heads for the aft sensor array itself::

FCOMallor says:
oh my....

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Returning the creatures to their ships.

OPS_Blace says:
::To Himself: Not Again::

CMO-Starr says:
::finishes the last patient::

TO-Toran says:
CMO: Okay *XO*: The CMO is all right

XO_Pang ::raises shields to maximum again:: Red alert! (Alert.wav)

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  Seleya systems suddenly begin losing power

CMO-Starr says:
*XO*: Maam you can return the other one now.

EO_Bolitho says:
::what!::

FCOMallor says:
this is bad...  veeeeeery bad.....

OPS_Blace says:
XO: I have collected all that I can get from tractor and transports. The rest are very small and do not pose a threat in the time continuum.

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Ma'am, I'm loosing power to the science scans.  I can't find the source

XO_Pang says:
*EO* What is going on?

CMO-Starr says:
::watches as the emergency medical generators kick in::

XO_Pang says:
FCO: prepare a backtrack ......

EO_Bolitho says:
*XO* working on it Ma'am

OPS_Blace says:
::The Ops panel is losing power:: Out Loud: My panel!

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Route all power to shields ..... ::worries about the one teddybear still aboard::

CMO-Starr says:
TO: What is happening with the power?

EO_Bolitho says:
*XO* Were being targeted by those ships out there Ma'am they are somehow draining our power

FCOMallor says:
XO: all is ready.....  just one little problem..  Low power. If we go, We're going to have to use our initial momentum...

OPS_Blace says:
::Shields reinforced:

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The returned vessels show no threat of hostility, but are disabling Seleya by draining power

EO_Bolitho says:
::sprints back to engineering::

CIV_Vndor says:
OPS: Perhaps if you pull power from the warp core, we don't need it to return through the rift

XO_Pang says:
OPS: Hail those ships .... they may not realise they are crippling us

TO-Toran says:
CMO: Wait a moment. *XO* are we losing power or having surges

OPS_Blace says:
CIV: Good idea. ::Taking power from warp::

XO_Pang says:
SCI: Source of the power drain?

EO_Bolitho says:
::arrives in engineering::

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: I believe it to be those alien ships ma'am but I can't determine how as of yet

XO_Pang says:
::has an idea .... how about going dead::

OPS_Blace says:
::Uses the deflector dish against the power draining::

OPS_Blace says:
XO: Suggest we fire upon them. That will stop them from taking our power.

Host Cheryl says:
Action:  Power drainage slows, but still continues.

XO_Pang says:
*Shipwide*:  Close down all power with the exception of life support ..... beam the last casualty back to its ship

CIV_Vndor says:
OPS: Or it might make them angry

TO-Toran says:
::waits and turns to CMO:: CMO: It seems we're being drained of power

CIV_Vndor says:
OPS: We are 3000 years behind here

OPS_Blace says:
CIV: True, but better have them angry than us stuck in our future.

EO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* Try metaphasis shielding

CMO-Starr says:
TO: You heard her, lets get this little fellow back to his ship.  The transporter controls on that console over there ::points::

XO_Pang says:
::rubs forehead::

FCOMallor says:
::clips the ship up to make it spin slightly, giving it a powerless look....:::

TO-Toran says:
::Runs to console::

OPS_Blace says:
::Shuts down power throughout the ship. Takes out flashlight from under console::

XO_Pang says:
::thinks - if they are so far ahead of us in time, how come they are so aggressive ... is that the future of all universes?::

TO-Toran says:
CMO: engaging transport ::Transports creatures::

OPS_Blace says:
*EO* We don't have the power.

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The little creatures are beamed off the ship, to their own vessel....  All life forms there are extinguished.

EO_Bolitho says:
::scans the beam at which they are draining the ships power::

CMO-Starr says:
TO: Looks like that takes that option away.  I need you over here with your phaser please, on stun, in case he wakes up.

FCOMallor says:
::takes out torch, that quickly flickers and dies:: Darn!!  ::Tackes back of, puts a finger to the lamp, and uses himself as a temporary battery::

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: What if we thrust a graviton pulse through the deflector dish to push us back through the rift?

EO_Bolitho says:
*OPS* rotate the shield frequencies

CMO-Starr says:
TO: Did you complete that transport?

XO_Pang says:
SCI:  Are the guest aliens ok on their ship?

TO-Toran says:
CMO:I think I did sir

OPS_Blace says:
*EO* We are in dead mode. Our shields aren't up.

CIV_Vndor says:
XO: Scanning Commander...  I don't read any life signs

EO_Bolitho says:
*CIV Vn’dor we can try blow out one of the shuttle bay that may push us back through the rift?

FCOMallor says:
::feels strangely fait..  Torch flicks out::

FCOMallor says:
::collapses::

CMO-Starr says:
TO: Help me check their lifesigns.

CIV_Vndor says:
*EO*: Excellent idea.  Just hope we have power in the RCS thrusters to turn us around

XO_Pang says:
All: That is impossible ... was there an accident in the transport?

OPS_Blace says:
XO: No, I don't think so.

EO_Bolitho says:
::sends all remaining power to the thrusters::

OPS_Blace says:
XO: I'm checking.

OPS_Blace says:
::Feels horrible::

XO_Pang says:
All:  We should try to retreat back to our own place and time ..... get ready ....... power up and lets get ready to run!

TO-Toran says:
::Looks at panel next CMO::

Host Cheryl says:
ACTION:  The remaining vessels power up full weapons

OPS_Blace says:
::Sheepishly:: XO: Aye, ma'am.

XO_Pang says:
FCO: Evasive .... aim back where we came in!

CIV_Vndor says:
::notices the FCO unconscious and runs to the FCO chair::

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Cheryl says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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